
The "Mediterranean CRE@CTIVE DAYS" in Monastir,
Tunisia, on July 11, 2023, was an absolute blast!

MFCPOLE held the 3rd and final Fashion show in
Monastir!

The Catalan Fashion Cluster (MODACC), CRE@CIVE's
Catalan Partner, held an exhibition that showcased the 16
lucky winners of CRE@CTIVE's subgrants, where their
innovative prototypes were presented to the public! 

Watch Here!

Watch Here!

Check our interview with Jordi Sebastia from IVACE,
Ricardo Sanchez-Blanco from MAEC, and Dr. Alaa Ezz
from CEEBA and ASCAME as they discuss how
collaboration supports the Med region!

Watch Here!
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Farewell to the CRE@CTIVE Project - A Look Back on almost 3
Years of Innovation!

Say goodbye to the EU-funded CRE@CTIVE project! On the 4th of October, this incredible journey came to a close, and in this video, we're
taking a deep dive into the last three years of groundbreaking innovation, support, and unforgettable moments. The project has left an

indelible mark on the intersection of innovation and traditional sectors, and we're here to celebrate its incredible journey.

 Join us as we reminisce about the various events, initiatives, and funding that have catalyzed positive change during the life of the project.
From game-changing conferences to empowering workshops, CRE@CTIVE was a driving force behind the transformation of both traditional

and innovative sectors.

 And let's not forget the heart and soul of this endeavour—the 16 subgrantees who showcased unparalleled innovation and creativity. Their
contributions have not only inspired us but have also created a lasting impact on the world.

CRE@CTIVE in Spain: Igulada Fashion Lab
for the CRE@CTIVE exhibition!

Tunisia: Mediterranean CRE@CTIVE days
"Collaborate to create innovation"

VISIT the cre@ctive project website

CRE@CTIVE in Spain: Mediterranean
Cooperation Days Interviews

https://www.enicbcmed.eu/crective-spain-organised-exhibition-present-prototypes-16-mediterranean-innovative-creative
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkGP0CX73vE
https://www.facebook.com/CreactiveProject
https://www.instagram.com/creactive_project/
https://twitter.com/creactive_med
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoZwVyXYglwIxix1UzJAG8w
https://www.linkedin.com/company/creactiveproject/
https://www.enicbcmed.eu/crective-spain-mediterranean-cooperation-days-interviews
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